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INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we develop the general power umbra1 calculus and 
the coalgebra-comodule method of umbra1 calculus and, by using them, 
study the classical special Ufunctions such as the hypergeometric, 
Laguerre-Sonine, HermiteeWeber, Legendre, and Bessel functions. 
In the general power umbra1 calculus we treat the pair of topological 
K-linear spaces either (t”K((t)), x”K((x- I))) or (u”K((u~l)),4’OK((~))) 
with duality considerations, where a is a fixed element of a fixed base field K 
of characteristic zero. We call the case a = 0 the integral power umbra1 
calculus. The integral power umbra1 calculus concerning (K( (t)), K( (x ~ I))) 
has been studied by several authors. In particular, G.-C. Rota and S. 
Roman have investigated the polynomial umbra1 calculus and discuss the 
classical polynomial sequences which appear in mathematical physics and 
combinatorics [S, 9,6]. In [9, 71 they also considered factor sequences. We 
show in Part I of this paper that the general power umbra1 calculus plays 
an important role in studies of classical special functions just as the 
polynomial umbra1 calculus does for the classical special polynomials. 
In Parts II and III we study the umbra1 calculus by the use of 
generalization of the coalgebra-comodule formulation by M. Sweedler [S]. 
* Present address: College of Liberal Arts, University of Saga. 1 Honjo, Saga 840. Japan. 
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Then we obtain the addition formulas of special functions and the concept 
of factor sequences in a natural manner. 
We now give a summary of each part, section by section. 
Summary of Part I. In Section 1 we consider the duality of the pair 
(t”K((t)), .r”K((x-I))) and give some basic definitions used throughout the 
paper. 
In Section 2 we generalize the notion of generating functions by 
introducing the generating series map which is a group anti-monomorphism 
from UG, into the group of all topological K-linear automorphisms of 
.u”K((.x-‘)) ((2.1), (2.3)). In the integral power umbra1 calculus these 
notions have been treated as the umbra1 composition and the transfer 
operators [ 71. 
As the umbra/ group we consider UC,= UA, K (1 + M,) ((2.1)( 1)) 
instead of AUT, K K[ [ r]] ’ of the integral power umbra1 calculus. Here 
AUT, denotes the group of all K-algebra automorphisms of K[ [t]] 
(t t-+ S(t) =fl t +f2t2 + terms of higher power, f, # 0) and K[ [It]] X the 
multiplicative group of invertible elements of K[ [t]], while UA, consists of 
the automorphisms of the type t ct t +fi t’+ terms of higher power 
(,f’, = 1 ) and 1 + M, of the invertible elements of the type 1 + h(t) 
(h(t) E tK[ [ t]]). In the general power umbra1 calculus we have to define 
and consider the expressions of the type ,f( t)” (,f( t) as above, a E K) which 
is expected to be equal to f‘;t”( 1 +Jif;’ t + terms of higher power)” in a 
natural sense. We can define t” and (1 +f;f;’ t + terms of higher power)” 
(( l.l), (2.2)), while, zrnless aE Z, the expression fy (f, # 1) has ambiguity. 
Thus we restrict ourselves to the casef., = 1, namely, adopt UA, in place of 
AUT,. Moreover, as we will see in Section 6, each of UA, and UG, is a 
bijective image of an exponential map of a certain Lie-algebra ((6.5), (6.6)). 
Note that (S(t), g(t)) E AUT, DC K[ [t]] ’ reduces to an element of UG, by 
a simple transformation: (f’,- 1 t, 1) t (f(t), g(t)) (t, g;’ ) E UGK, where f(t) 
is as above, g(t) = g, + g, t + terms of higher power (g, # 0), and the 
definition of product is the same as in (2.1)( 1). 
In Sections 3 and 4 we give two formulas, called the eigenseries 
expression (3.1) and the transfer formula (4.1), respectively. We deduce 
them from the generating series using only the elementary differential 
calculus. We will see that, in the cases of classical special functions, (3.1) is 
closely related to the differential equations satisfied by them (Section 7 of 
each part ). 
In Section 5 we discuss the reversed case in which we consider the pair 
(u”K((uP I)), yOK(( y))) and obtain the results parallel to those of the 
ordinary case (Sections l-4). 
In Section 6 we give Theorem (6.5), a Lie-theoretic approach in the 
umbra1 calculus. As a corollary we obtain the known results (6.6) [3]. 
In Section 7 the two examples, hypergeometric and Bessel, are given. 
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Note that the latter (7.2) is treated by the use of reversed umbra1 calculus 
(Section 5). 
Summary of Part II. In Section 1 we give preliminaries to both Part II 
and Part III. 
In Section 2 we clarify the meaning of the duality PK( (t)) z x”K( (x I))$ 
by the use of coalgebra-comodule formulation. 
In Sections 3-5 we consider the integral power umbra1 calculus (a = 0). 
Factor sequences and polynomial sequences are introduced by passing to the 
sub-comodule and the quotient comodule, respectively. We will see that the 
generating series, the eigenseries (resp. eigenpolynomial) expression, and 
the transfer formula of factor sequences (resp. polynomial sequences) are 
almost automatically deduced from the general power theory (Part I). 
In Section 6 we give and consider the Sheffer identities (6.2)-(6.4) from 
the viewpoint of the convolution module structure (6.1). In particular, they 
yield the binomial identities (or addition formulas) in the binomial 
case (6.5 ). 
In Section 7 several examples, which have origins in the classical special 
function theory, are given and explained by means of the theories 
developed in Parts I and II. Classification into the two types, Gamma-type 
and Beta-type, is of interest (7.1). 
Summary of Part III. In Section 1 we give a coalgebra-comodule 
formulation of the reversed case, parallel to but slightly different from 
Section 2 of Part II. 
In Sections 2-4 we consider the reversed integral power umbra1 calculus, 
which is the reversed version of Sections 3-5 of Part II. The definitions and 
formulas appearing there are similar to those of the ordinary case, though 
the integral powerseries sequences will be replaced by the e.i.p. sequences 
when we discuss the reversed Sheffer identities in Section 6. 
In Section 5 we introduce another coalgebra-comodule construction 
which is indispensable to establishing the results of Section 6. We remark 
that the duality of(5.4) is more complete than that of Section 1 in the sense 
that the conversion of the K(( y)),,-comodule leads to the K((u-‘))-module 
instead of the K[u]-module. 
In Section 6 we consider the reversed Sheffer identities after defining the 
convolution structures (6.1) and the extended integral powerseries sequen- 
ces, or e.i.p. sequences for short (6.2). As in Section 6 of Part II, they yield 
the reversed binomial identities (or addition formulas) in the reversed 
binomial case (6.6). 
In Section 7 we look into the Bessel examples in detail. In particular, 
Schlafli and Neumann polynomials are treated as reversed polynomial 
sequences. 
We refer to Parts I, II, and III as I, II, and III, respectively, in the 
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following. In II and III we make free use of the notation and definitions of 
I. Section 1 of II serves also as the preliminaries of III. See I(51 ) for the 
definitions of ordinar~~ case and reversed case. 
The present paper is a revision of the author’s Doctoral Thesis [ 1 I]. 
Part of the results obtained in this work have been announced at “La 
theorie des equations differentielles dans le champ complexe,” Colloque 
France-Japonais, Strasbourg, 2-9 October 1985 [lo]. 
PART I: GENERAL POWER UMBRAL CALCULUS 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(1.1) Notation. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Given a E K, for 
a+Z:={a+:/:EZ’)cKwefixamap 
cf,,:a+Z-+fl{O) 
called the coeJ/lj:cient map. We write cf,,, , := cf,(a + i) (ie Z). 
We denote by K” the K-linear space of all maps from an arbitrary set S 
into K. In case S= a + Z, if we define the map .Y”+’ by .~“+‘(a +j) := d,,, 
(Kronecker delta), then any element of K”+ ’ can be written uniquely as 
x,, z kix”+’ (kicc K). In this sense we write 
note that .Y is a dummy variable with can be replaced by other letters, 
y, f, u, etc. 
Equation (I) with a = 0, Kt, contains K.7, which can be identified with 
the powerseries algebra K[ [x]]. K$ also contains K((x)), the fraction field 
of K[ [xl]. We give K((.u)) the order topology such that (x’K[[x]] 1 iE Z} 
gives the fundamental neighborhood system of zero. In the same manner, 
K((x-I)) has the degree topology defined by (x’K[[.u-‘]]/~EZ‘) at zero. 
We use the term power topology to designate either the order topology or 
the degree topology. 
(1.2) Duality. We consider the pair of topological K-linear spaces 
(t”K((t)), ~“K((c’))); note that t”K((t))c KY+’ and x”K((x-‘))c K:+z. 
By the usual multiplication t”K((t)) (resp. .PK((x-I))) is a K((t))- (resp. 
K((x-‘))-) module. The isomorphism t”K((t))rK((t)) (t”+‘ctt’ (iEZ)) 
transfers the order topology of K((t)) to t”K((t)) and ~“K((.x~‘))z 
K((x-‘)) the degree topology of K((x-‘)) to x”K((x-I)). 
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We define on the pair (t”K( (t)), .u”K( (x ~ I))) the bilinear form 
(t”K((t)), x”K((x--‘))) 4 K 
We denote it by ( . ) )Cz,. Note that we have 
(fa+‘lXu+’ )cf,,=Cfo+jdi.f (i,jE 22). 
It gives the power topological K-linear duality t”K( (t)) z x”K( (x- I))* 
which depends on the choice of the coefficient map. 
(1.3) Adjoint Module Action. We define the adjoint module action of 
K((t)) on ~“K((Y’)) by 
(s(t)lf(t)(h(x))),% := (“mMM-~))c, 
(f(t)E KC(t)), g(t) E f’K((t)), 4. ‘c E x”K((x- I))). Note that we have 1 
t’(.P+i) = (cf,+,/cf,+i+) XU+iPr (i, jE Z). 
(1.4) Topological Linear Endomorphisms. We denote by E; the 
K-algebra of all topological K-linear endomorphisms of x”K( (x- ‘)) with 
multiplication defined by composition of maps. Let us introduce a new 
variable T required to commute with x and set 
KtTfd := { 1 k,,i”“T”i’lk;,i,~) 
i.JEZ 
(see (1.1)). Then we have an injection from E; into Kg,f”)‘: 
q H c q(x”“)-& Tut’. 
iEL uti 
Its injectivity follows from the facts that (Y’+‘l ie Z> is a topological 
K-linear basis of x”K( (x ~ I)) and q is topological K-linear. Thus we can 
identify 
EUK= q= c q.+i(*& T“+’ qa+i(x)ExaK((xP1)), lim qu+j(x)=O . 
itL 0+i 
i-.-z I 
(1) 
Note that (i) we can regard T”+ i as (t” + i 1. ),r, and the expression q in (1) 
maps .?‘+i to q,+i(x) (FEZ) and (ii) E; contains K((x-‘)) as the 
multiplication and K((t)) as the adjoint module action. 
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2. GENERATING SERIES MAP 
(2.1) DEFINITION. (i) We set 
where M, denotes the maximal ideal of K[[t]] and 1 + M, := 
{ 1 + h(r)(h(r) E M,j. By the product 
(h(r). s,(r)). (fi(03 gz(r)) := (h(Mf)), g,(f2Wk2W~ 
UA, DC (1 + M,) is a group. We have 
(f(r), gW-’ = (f(r), s(f(W’), 
where f(r) denotes the compositional inverse of f(r) and g(r)-’ the power- 
series inverse of g(r). K means the semi-direcr product of the groups UA, 
( = r( I+ M,) as a set; product defined by composition) and 1 + M, 
(product defined by multiplication). We denote 
and call it the umbra1 group. Note that (f(r), g(r))E UG, acts as a 
topological K-linear automorphism of K( (r)): r’ Hf( r)‘g(r) (iE Z) and this 
induces an injection from UC, into the group of all topological K-linear 
automorphisms of K( (1)). 
(ii) We denote by G> the group of all invertible elements of E;, i.e., 
of all topological K-linear automorphisms of Y’K( (s ~ I)). 
(iii) We define the generating series map 
Gs(cf; a): UC, + G”, 
(.f(fLg(r))f+ C ~‘“‘~-l(T1”+~(,/(7))-‘. 
IEk Utl 
(See (2.2) below.) Fixing cf,, we write Gs“ := Gs(cf; a). By arranging the 
terms of Gs”(f(r), g(r)) with respect to T, we can write 
GWV), g(f)) = c .L+,(-+& T“+‘, 
rGL o+r 
where s,+~(x)Ex”+‘(~ +M,,,) (iEZ). We call {s~+~(s)I i~i?} the Shefleer 
sequence associated with cf, for (f(r), g(r)). Gs”(f(r), g(r)) is a topological 
K-linear automorphism of x”K((x-‘)) which maps Y’+’ to s,+~(.x) (in Z). 
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(2.2) Remark. Let h E K. Defining the binomial coefficierzt 
h 
0 i 
:=h(b-l)...(h-i+l)/i!~K (iEN) 
((g) := l), we set 
(1 +X)h := c (:) X’E 1 +M,-c K[[x]]. 
iE N 
(Note that ch(K) =O.) By the Vandermonde convolution formula, we see 
that 
( 1 + X)h + (’ = ( 1 + X)h( 1 + A!)< (b, CEK) (1) 
as an equality in 1 + M,. Let F(X) = X( 1 + H(X)) E X( 1 + M,). Define 
F(Xy:==P(l +H(X))b=Xb c ; H(X)‘EP(l +Mx). 
iEN 0 
Then (1) shows that 
F(X)h+(~= F(‘lYy F(X)’ in Xh+‘(l +M,) (b,c~K). 
In this manner (with T replacing X) f(T) O+’ in (2.l)(iii) is justified and 
computed. We can verify also 
((l+X)~)~‘:=[l+((l+X)~-l)]C=(l+X)b~ (2) 
(b, c E K) in 1 + M,, 
(1 +x-y?1 + Y)h= c-1 +X)(1 + rp (3) 
(~EK) in 1 +M,y (M,Y. ,,: maximal ideal of K[[X, Y] 1). Note that 
( 1 )-( 3 ) are proved 'purely algebraically. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Gs”: UGK + GLI, is a group anti-monomorphism. 
Pro@ Let (f,(t). gl(t)) E UG, and (s:+~(x)J~E Z) the Sheffer sequence 
for (f,(t), g,(t)) (i= 1, 2). We show first 
Gs”((f,(tL g,(t)). (fi(t), gz(t)))W+‘) 
= Gs”(fi(t), gz(t)) Gs”(f,(t), g,(t))(-x”“) (iE Z). (1) 
The right-hand side of (1) equals 
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where sA+, (.u) = & 5, sA+ i,,xO+i. On the other hand, we compute 
Gs”((f,(r), g,(t)). (.fAl)> g,(t))) 
=Gs”(.f,(~),g,(~))g,(T)~‘l..i,,., 
(2) 
where ) 7G T,,r, denotes the substitution off,(T) for T. The last expression of 
(2) maps Y’+’ to s~+,(s’(x)) (ieZ); h ence we obtain (1). Because of the 
topological K-linearity, Gs” is a group anti-morphism. 
Suppose 
Gs~~(l(ii,g(r))=id,..,,,~,,I=,Zl.r.’+f~ TO+‘. 
Taking the coefficients of .Y”+’ gives f( T)“+‘g(f( T))- ’ = TO+’ (in B). 
Using the cases i = 0, 1 of the last equality, we have (,f‘( t), g(t)) = (t, 1). 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. For (.f(t),g(t))EUGK and (s,,+,(.Y)E.Y~+~(~ +M,,,)I 
i E Z 1, the jbllowing two conditions are equioulent: 
(i) (7 , . u + ,(.K) ) i E Z ) is the Shqfjrer sequence for (.f’( I), g( t )), 
(ii) (.f’(r)“+‘g(t)I.~,,+,(-K)).,=cf,+,6,., (LjEn). 
Proqfl Supposing (i), we have 
id Yc,K(, ~ I,,=Gs”(f(f),g(r))l..,,r,.g(T)= C L(X)& .#I V’ + ‘g( T). 
,tZ ‘l + I 
Hence 
s,,+,(~~) = id(s,,+,(+~)) 
Since (s,+,(.x)I~EZ} IS a topological K-linear basis of x”K((s ~ I)), we 
obtain (ii). Conversely, we have from (ii) in the same manner as above that 
which is equivalent to the definition of the Sheffer sequence (2.1)(iii). 
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(2.5) COROLLARY. Let {sU + i(x) / i E Z > be the Sheffer sequence for 
(f(l),g(t))E UC,. Then we have 
ti) f(t)+ .+i(~))=(Cf~+ilCfu+r-,)Su+i-,I(-Yf (ijEz)* 
(ii) Gs”(f(t), g(l)) h(T)=Cic z h(f(l))(s,+,(x))(l/cf,,i) y+’ (h(f)E 
K((r))) in E’;. 
ProoJ Putting, for je Z fixed, 
4u+itx) ‘= (cf~+i/cf~+i+,j)f(f)'(S~~~+~(x))~ 
we have qo+,(.Y)fxU+i(l + M,,,) (in Z) since f(t)j~ tj(l i-M,). Part (i) 
follows from the definition of the adjoint module action and (2.4)(ii). 
Both sides of (ii) belong to E:. It suffices to show (ii) for h(t) = ti (Jo Z); 
by (i), we have 
3. EIGENSERIES EXPRESSION 
(3.1) THEOREM. Ler {s,+;(x) ( ie Z ) he the Sheffer sequence for 
(f(t),g(t))~ UG,. We define the operator associated with (f(t),g(t)) b-y 
OP(f (fL g(r)) := (xDy - (4T’(~)ld~)))(f ([l/f ‘(t)) E ~~. 
Then we have 
Ker(Op(f(t), g(r)) - (a + 4) = KSo+i(-y) (iE Z). (1) 
Proof Note that (1) implies that 
xUK((x-‘))= @ KS,+,(X) 
rez 
gives the eigenspace decomposition of x”K( (x- ’ )) with respect to 
Op(f(t), g(r)), where @ denotes the topological K-linear direct sum. For 
(1) it is sufficient to show, in E;, 
C OP(f (t)* g(t))(s,+ i(X)) & TU+’ 
!EL u+i 
iEZ 
(2) 
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We compute 
The right-hand side of (2) 
= TD,(Gs”(f(f), g(t))) 
- 1 (g~(f)f(i)!g(i).r’(r))(s.,+,(-~))~ T“+‘, (3) 
iEL u+i 
where the last equality follows from (2.5)(ii). Finally, (3) is equal to 
1 (lo,:-(rn’(r)ln(t))(f(r)ir~(r))(~~+,(-~))~ F’+i, 
iez O+l 
which is the left-hand side of (2). 
4. TRANSFER FORMULA 
(,&~;~;(~)~~REvI~ [fi, [s,+,(s)I ieZ) is the Sheffer sequence for 
2 x3 
s,+;(x)=g(t)~ '.f'(t)(f(r)/t)~~U~'~'(.u"+') (iE.72). (1) 
ProoJ We verify (1) first for the case g(t) = 1; note that 
Op(f(f). 1)=-~D.,(f(r)ltf'(r)). 
Putting q~+i(.‘c):=f“(t)(f(r)/r)-"~i~~'(s"+') (FEZ), we have qu+,(x)E 
.I?+ ‘( 1 + M,;,). Since 
we have 
= [(f(r)/r)~“~‘.uD.,-tD,((f(t)/t)~”~’)](.u”+’) 
=(a+i)(f(r)/t)-” -j-’ .f’(f)w+i) = (0 f 4 qu+,(.x), 
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hence qUtj(x)EKer(Op(f(t), l)-(a+i))=Ks,+i(~~) (3.1 ). Since both 
qo+l(.u) and s,,+~(x) belong to Y+‘(l + MI,,), we obtain q<,+,(x) =s,+~(x) 
(in Z). In the general case, denoting the right-hand side of ( I ) by ro+ Jx), 
we have r,+i(.Y)E.~Uf’(l +&I,,,). As shown above, {g(t)(r,+,(x))(i~Z} is 
the Sheffer sequence for (f(t), 1). By (2.4) and (1.3) we see that 
is<, + i(.u) 1 i E Z ) is the Sheffer sequence for (f(t), g(t)). 
(4.2) Remark. Theorem (4.1) implies that, in the case g(t) = 1, 
(t”+~f’(t)(.f(t)/t)’ ‘-I IX”+i)Cr,,=cf,+,&i (i,jE Z). 
This means equivalently that the coefficient of tJ-’ in J’(t)(f(t)/t)‘-‘- ’ is 
equal to 6,,, (i, j E Z), which is an expression of the well-known Lagrange 
inversion formula. 
5. REVERSED CASE 
(5.1) Reversal of Variables. We have developed above the theory con- 
cerning the pair (t”K((t)), x”K((x I))) . m which t denotes the operator 
variable and x the function variable. We call it the theory of ordinary case. 
In this section we construct the parallel theory said to be of reversed case 
by using the reversal of variables which is defined as follows: 
(i) reversing the roles of t and x, consider the pair (?c”K( (x I)), 
r”K((t))) with the isomorphism ,~“K((x~~))z t”K((t))* (cf. (1.2)) and 
regard x as the operator variable and t as the function variable, or 
(ii) putting t=u-’ and x=J’~‘, consider the pair (u~“K((u~‘)), 
J’ -“W(y))). 
In the following we adopt the definition (ii), reserving the distinction 
between the operator variables (r, u) and the function variables (x, y). 
Write b := -a. Then the identitications u’K((u -‘)) = t”K((t)) and 
yhK(( JJ)) = Y’K((.\- ’ )) lead us to the analogous definitions and results for 
the pair (u”K( (up I)), ybK( ( v))) as in the ordinary case (Sections l-4). 
Note that the order topology and the degree topology change their roles 
with each other. Define the coefficient map cfb : b + Z + K\ { 0} as in ( 1.1); 
the duality ubK((uP1))zyybK((y))* is given by (~~+~/y~+~)~r,,:=cf~+~~~,, 
(i,jE Z). 
We denote by E;.’ the K-algebra of all topological K-linear 
endomorphisms of yhK( ( y)). Putting lib +’ := ( ub + ’ 1 .),r,, we see as in (1.4) 
that 
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Cr.” is the group of all invertible elements of E;.h (cf. (2.l)(ii)). By taking 
the K-algebra isomorphism K[ [It]] z K[ [u-r]] (t cf up’) into con- 
sideration we obtain the definition of 
We denote 
and call it the reversed umbra1 group. Note that (f’(u), g(u)) E UGr,Y acts as a 
topological K-linear automorphism of K((u-I)): ui H~(u&(u) (i~i2). The 
other definitions, such as adjoint module action, and the results directly 
obtained from them in the ordinary case (( 1.3)-(2.1 )(ii)) will be translated 
naturally to the reversed case; we do not repeat them. 
(5.2) Generating Series Map. The generating series map in the reversed 
case is of the form 
Gs’“(cf: h): UC’,” + G;.h 
where f(u) denotes the compositional inverse off(u) in UA,,,. Fixing cf,, 
we write Gs’“.~ := Gs”(cf; h). Proposition (2.3) is translated through the 
K-algebra isomorphism K[ [t]] E K[ [u ‘I] to this case; Gs”.~ is a group 
anti-monomorphism. Arranging the terms of Gs”,~(,~(u), g(u)) with respect 
to U, we have the unique expression 
Gs”~~(,~(u), g(U)) = 2 .yh+;( y) -& u”+‘, 
!EL hti 
with s~+,(J~)EJ’+‘(~ +M,.) (ieZ). We call {,sh+i(jl)liEZI\ the S’hcffeey 
sequence for (f(u), g(u)). 
We obtain Propositions (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) corresponding to (2.4) 
(3.1) and (4.1 ), respectively. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. For (f(u),g(u))EUG; and (sh+j(y)++‘(1+M,.)I 
i E Z}, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) {sh+i(y)IiEzI) is the Sheer sequence for (f(u),g(u)), 
(ii) (f(UY+k(u)ls h+,(~))Cfh=cfh+,~i,, (i.jgZ). 
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(5.4) EIGENSERIES EXPRESSION. Let {s,,+,(y) 1 i E Z ) be the Sheffer 
sequence for (f(u), g(u)) E UC;. Then we have 
Ker(Op’“(f(u), g(u)) - (b + i)) = KS,,+, y ( ) tic Z), 
where 
Q”(f (u), g(u)) := ( YD,. - (ug’(u)lg(u)))(f (u)/uf ‘(u)) E -G,‘. 
(5.5) TRANSFER FORMULA. Under the same assumption as in (5.4), we 
have 
Sh+,(y)=g(U)~‘,f’(U)(f(U)/U)-b-i-’(yb+i) (iE Z). 
(5.6) Remarks. (i) We deduce from (5.4) that y’K(( y)) = 
C$ iE H KS,,+,(~) gives the eigenspace decomposition of y’K(( y)) with respect 
to Op”( f (u), g(u)), where @ denotes the topological K-linear direct sum. 
(ii) Proofs of (5.3)-(5.5) will be done in a way quite similar to those in 
the ordinary case. In fact the definition of Gs*“.’ being the same as that of 
Gs” in appearance, it suffices to replace .xU+‘( 1 + AI,,,) by llb+j( 1 + MV), 
K((t)) by K((u-I)), and so on. 
6. EXPONENTIAL BIJECTION BETWEEN THE UMBRAL GROUP 
AND ITS LIE-ALGEBRA 
(6.1) Notation and Definition. We consider K[[t]] as a sub- 
topological K-algebra of K((t)) with the topology defined by M,. We set 
U, := {U 1 topological K-linear automorphism of K[ [ t]], 
u(t’)Et’(l+M,) (iE!V)) 
and 
N, := {II 1 topological K-linear endomorphism of K[ [t]], 
n(t’)EMf+’ (id)). 
Let 
Ii 
1 
. . * u, := !t 1 
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be the group of upper-triangular unipotent jxj matrices with entries in K 
and 
be its Lie-algebra of upper-triangular nilpotent matrices. 
{U, c U,+ , \j~ N > forms an inverse system of groups and 
(N, c N,, , (Jo N } of Lie-algebras with respect to the natural projections: 
t . Then we see that 
U, E inv.lim( U,), N ~ z inv.lim( N,) 
and zd E U, (resp. n E N, ) can be represented as a matrix of infinite order 
whose (i, j)-entry is the coeffkient of t’ in u(t’) (resp. n(t’)). Since the 
exponential map exp: N, + U, (Jo kJ) is a bijection, we have the hijection 
exp: N, + U,. (1) 
We denote by log the inverse map of exp. 
UC,, with action on K[[t]] defined in (2.1)(i), can be regarded as a 
subgroup of UT. We define the Lie-algebra 
ND, 13-M, := {u(t) D,+w(t)jt~(t)~Mf, w(r)~M,}, 
where + denotes the semi-direct sum of the Lie-algebras 
ND, := {t](t) D,I u(t)~Mf) and M,. ND, acts as derivations on K[ [t]] 
and M, as multiplications, and with these actions ND,, M,, and ND, t+ M, 
can be regarded as sub-K-algebras of I!,. We denote 
UL, := ND, +I- M, 
and call it the umbra1 Lie-algebra. 
We will show that there exists the one-to-one correspondence from UL, 
to UG,: the exponential map. Since UL,c N, and UG,c U,, it suffices 
by (1) to show that 
exp( UL,) c UG, (2) 
and 
log( UG,) c UL,. (3) 
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(6.2) LEMMA. (i) For UE U,, the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) UE UG,, 
(b) there e.vists c E UA, such that u( FG) = c(F) u(G) for 
F, GEKCC~II. 
(ii) For n EN,, , the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) nE UL,. 
(b) there exists de ND, such that n(FG)=d(F) G+ Fn(G) for 
F, GEKCCtll. 
Proof (i) Suppose (a) and put u = (f(t), g(t)); then, for F, 
GEK[[t]], we have u(FG)=c(F)u(G), where c=(f(t), ~)EUA,. Conver- 
sely, supposing (b), we have u(F)=c(F) u(1) for FEK[[~]]. By putting 
c=(f(t), 1) and u(l)=g(t)E 1 +M,, we have u(F)=F(f(t))g(t) and 
UE UG,. 
(ii) Suppose (a) and put n=v(t)D,+w(t). Then, for F,GEK[[~]], 
we have n(FG) = v(t) D,(F) G + Fn(G) and v(t) D, E ND,. Conversely, for 
FEK[[~]], we have from (b) that n(F)=d(F)+Fn(l)=(d+n(l))(F) and 
n( 1 ) E M,. 
(6.3) Proof of (2). Let n=d+wEULK with deND, and u~EM,. By 
induction, we have 
n’(FG)= i ,: d’-j(F)n’(G) 
0 
(iEN, F, GEK[[t]]). 
j=O 
Hence 
ew(n)(W = exp(d)(f’) q(n)(G) (6 G~KC[lfll). (4) 
In particular, if M’=O, namely, n = dE ND,, then (4) implies that 
exp(n) =exp(d) is a K-algebra automorphism of K[ [t]]. Since 
exp(d) E U,, it is actually contained in UA,. In the general case, we deduce 
from (4) and (6.2)(i) that exp(n)E UG,. 
(6.4) Proof qf (3). Given UE UG,, we have by (6.2)(i) that 
u(FG)=c(F)u(G) (F,GEK[[~]]) for some CELIA,. By induction, we 
obtain 
u’(FG) = c’(F) u’(G) (iEkJ,F,GEK[[t]]). (5) 
We will show 
log(u)(FG)=log(c)(F) G+ Flog(u)(G) (F, GEKCCtll), (6) 
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which implies (3); in fact, if U= CE WA,, then (6) implies that 
log(u)=log(c) is a derivation. Since log(c)E it actually belongs to 
ND,. In the general case, by (6.2)(ii) we have log(u)E UL,. 
Before the verification of (6) we define first the two module actions 
where u,(F(t,)) :=u(F)I,~,,, similarly for cl, and u,(F(t,)) :=u(F)I,~,~ for 
FE K[[r]]. Here EK( V) denotes the K-algebra of all topological K-linear 
endomorphisms of V. In the definition of Ma,, c1 is considered as a 
K[[t,]]-Iinear map and u2 a K[[tl]]-linear map. Ma, and Ma, are well- 
defined by virtue of the topological unipotency of c and U. Moreover, we 
define the two algebra maps, comultiplication and multiplication, by 
Denote by H, the K-linear space of all topological K-linear maps from 
K[[t,, rz]] into K[[t,]]. Mp induces the two natural maps 
Mp*: E,(KCCt,ll) --t H,, qwqc Mp: 
Mp,:E,(K[[t,, tzll) -+ ff,, q+-+Mp;q. 
Then we have 
Cm(log( 1 + X, )I = log(( 1 + X, )( 1 + X2 1) 
=log(l +X,)+log(l +X,) (7) 
and 
Mp,oMa,oCm=Mp*oMa,. (8) 
It suffices to show (8) in the case f(X,) = (1 + X,)i (in N) since both sides 
of (8) are topological K-linear maps; for F, GE K[ [t]], we have 
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Wp,~Ma,~Cm)((l +~,)‘)(F(t,) G(tJ) 
= (MP, 0 MaA((f + X,)‘(f + X,)‘)(F(t,) G(Q) 
= Mpocfu;(F(t,) G(t,)) 
=c’(F) u’(G)I,<,,. (9) 
On the other hand, we obtain 
Mp*oMar((f +xr)‘)(F(tr) G(tJ) 
=24 ; oMp(F(r,) G(fJ) 
= WG)I,<,,, (10) 
which is equal to (9) because of (5). Now we verify (6); in fact, we have 
log(u)(f’G) 
=Mp*~Ma,W&l +x,))(F(t,)G(f2))lr,~, (by (lo)) 
=Mp,oMa,~Cm(log(l +x,))(F(t,)G(t,))l,,., (by (8)) 
=Mp,oMa,(log(l +x,)+log(l+Xz))(F(tl)G(f2))lr,~, (by (7)) 
= log(c)(F) G + Flog(u)(G). 
The proof of (3) is thus completed. 
Therefore we arrive at the following 
(6.5) THEOREM, The exponential map from UL, into UG, is a bijection. 
The preceding proof gives as the particular case 
(6.6) COROLLARY. The exponential map from ND, into UA, is a 
bijection. 
(6.7) Remark. For the reversed umbra1 group UG’,v we can show the 
statements analogous to (6.5) and (6.6) by means of the isomorphism 
K[[u-‘]]rK[[t]]. 
7. EXAMPLES: HYPERGEOMETRIC AND BESSEL 
(7.0) General Factorials. We give the definition of factorial of a E Ec\z: 
c,(a+l)(a+2).~~(a+i) tic { 1, 2, . ..} 1, 
(i=O), 
c,/a(a- l)...(a+i+ 1) (iE { - 1, -2, . ..}). 
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where c, E a(O) is arbitrarily fixed, we have 
(a+i)!/(a+i-l)!=a+i (iE Z). (1) 
When K= C, we can put, for example, (a + i)! := r(a + i + 1) (the gamma 
function). However, all the computations in this section can be done by the 
use of only the property (1). 
(7.1) Hvpergeometric Series. Let 
(u+ 1, (1 +u-‘)“~~-‘)E UC; 
and cf,,, :=(-b-i)!(c-l+i)!/(-b+c-l)! (a,b,cEK\Z). Then we 
have the generating series (5.2) 
lh+iF(a+i, b+i;c+i:y)-&- pii , (1) 
h+i 
where F denotes the hypergeometric series. In the ordinary case, we can 
rewrite ( 1) by replacing J by x ~ ‘, U by Tp ‘, -b by a, b - c + 1 by b, and 
b-a+1 bye: 
if,-yu+i& (T/(1 - T))“+‘(l - T)-’ 
=iFzx“t’F(-a-i, -a-i-c+ 1; -a-i-b+ l;sl)-!-- To+“, 
Cf”,i 
(2) 
where cf, + i = (a + i)!( -b - a - i)!/( - b)!. Equation (2) is the generating 
series obtained from (t/( 1 + t), (1 + t) -“) E UG,. Since 
t= -(.uDY+b)p’D, in E”,, 
we have from (3.1) that 
(xD.,-(xD.,+b) ‘(xDY+c)D.-(a+i))s,+i(x)=O, (3) 
where {s,+,(x)li~Z) is the Sheffer sequence in (2). Letting - (xD, + 6) 
act on (3), we have 
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the hypergeometric equation with parameters ( -u - i, b, c). When K = C, 
s,+ i(x) is one of the 24 fundamental solutions by Kummer of the equation. 
((t/(1 +kt), (1 +kt)p”Ik~Kj 
is a one-parameter subgroup of UG,. It is equal to 
{exp(-k(t’D,+cf))IkEK) 
since 
log(t/(l+t),(l+t)-“)=-t”D,-CHJL,. 
We have 
Gs”(exp( -k(t2D, + cr))) 
= 1 .xUfiF(-a-i, -a-i-c+l; -a-i-b+ l;kx-I)-& To+‘, (4) 
reP ll+r 
which coincides with (2) when k = 1. Denote by {s;+,(x) 1 i E Z}, the Shef- 
fer sequence in (4). Calling the product in Gs”( UG,) the umbra1 com- 
position, we see that (si+ i(~) I iE Z) is the kth umbra1 composition of 
{s~+~(x)~ ie Z). Since {s,-tk,(.x)j iEZ} is the umbra1 compositional inverse 
of {s~+i(“X)li~z}, we have the identity with respect to the hypergeometric 
series: .x“+‘=s~+,(s~~(x)) (see the proof of (2.3)). 
(7.2) Bessel Series. For 
(f(u), l):=(u(l+(1+4u-2)“2)/2, l)dA,,,cUG’KV 
and cf, + ; := (b + i)! (b E K\Z), we have 
J‘(u)=u-u-1 
and then the generating series (5.2) 
where Bes,, J y) = (b + i)! yb+‘xj, N [( - l)j/(j!(b + i+j)!)] y*j. Note that 
(U- Upl)b+i= Ub+i(l - U-2)b+i~ Ub+j(l +M,,,). When K=C and 
(b+i)!=T(b+i+1),wehaveBesb+,(y)=(b+i)!Jb+i(2y),Jb+ibeingthe 
usual Bessel function, and the right-hand side of (1) is written as 
CiE a Jb + ,(2y) Ub + i. Equation (1) is the general power version of the 
generating function of the Bessel functions 
exp(y(U- U-l)) = c J,(2y) Ui. 
iE.iZ 
(2) 
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(See (7.3).) Since u = Dl. in I$;,“, (5.4) reads 
yD,,(l + 40.~~)“~ Bes,, J y) = (b + i) Bes,+i(~~) (ie Z). (3) 
Moreover, we have 
hence it follows from (3) that 
( y2Df. + yDJ. + 4,v2 - (b + i)‘) Bes, + ;( y) = 0. (4) 
In the case K= @, (4) is the Bessel differential equation if one replaces 2y 
by y. We deduce from (5.3) that 
$D,.(l +(l +4D,~2)“2)Besb+i(~)=(b+i)Bes,+iPr(~~) (5) 
(cf. (2.5)(i)) and then from (3) that 
(D, + (b + i)/y) Bes h+io1)=2(h+i)Bes,+i~,(~‘). 
This is equivalent to the recurrence formula 
in the case K= C:. Taking 
into consideration, we can deduce from (5) the other recurrence formulas 
such as 
2(b + i) 
Jb+i~,(Y)+Jb+i+I(Y)=~ 
? Jh+i(l!). 
Differentiating (1) j times with respect to y (j E N ), we obtain 
D-:Bes,+;(y)=(b+i)! i 
k=O 
1 
(h+i-j+2k)! BeSh+;-j+2devh 
which is equivalent to 
DC Jh+i(Y)=2-i k (;)(-I)* J~+~-/+x(Y). 
k=O 
(6) 
Note that (6) is the general power version of Schliimilch’s formula. 
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From (1) and (2) we deduce the Neumann-Schlafli addition formula. In 
fact, identifying (y+yl)‘+’ with ybfixjs N (bTi)ypiy{, we compute 
=~z[,F,(b+:-i)! BeSb+i-j(Y)Jj(2yl) Ub+‘. 1 
Hence we obtain the Neumann-Schllfli addition formula for J, + ;: 
J~+;(Y+YI)= 1 Jh+r-j(Y) J,(Il,) (iEZ), 
jtH 
if K = @. Note that the addition formula of this type can be obtained for 
the Sheffer sequence for any (f(u), g(u)) E UG’,‘; see III(6.6). 
(7.3) Remark. In the Bessel series example, (7.2)(2) can be considered 
as the singular case of (7.2)( 1): K = C, h = 0, and i! = co for i E - N. In the 
same way we can show 
(1+(x-l)T))h(l-z-)h-c= 
c+i-1 
i > 
Gj(b - i, c; x) T’, 
where Gi(b - i, c; x) := F( - i, b; c; x) are the Jacobi polynomials; see 
II(7.5). 
PART II: COALGEBRA-COMODULE METHOD (ORDINARY CASE) 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(1.1) Notation. We first review some of the definitions and introduce 
several new ones. Let K (field of characteristic zero) and a E K be fixed. 
Put K”,+” := {C,, zki~~‘~lklEK}) Kg.Gz)xN I= {Ciez,js N kr,jXutiX(I 
ki,jE K}, etc. (Here as in I( 1.1) we identify the last expression with the map 
from (a+ Z) x N into K: (a + i,j)w k,.j.) Given the coefficient maps 
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cf:N-+K\{O}andcf,:a+Z --f K\ (O}, we write cf, instead of cf(i) for i E N 
and cf, + i instead of cf,(u + i) for i E Z’. In case a E Z we make distinction 
between cfi and ~f,++~) (in N). We make the assumption that cf, = 1 
without any loss of generality. 
We define the two K-linear endomorphisms 
t . Kt+Z+KU,+E, i.t, . 1 kJu+i t-, c ki(cfu+i/Cf,+i- ,) .x0+‘+ ‘. 
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We set 
i _ _ 
0 i 
cf,/(cf, ~- ,cf, 1 (i,jE N, i2j) 
j d’- 0 (otherwise), 
and 
a+i 
i > .i 
:=cf,+,/(cf,,+;.- ,Cf,) (iEZ,jEN). 
cf 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. (i) ~,~(.x,f.~): KY + KTjJN, s’ t,G;=, (j)cfxiP’~; 
(i E N ) is a K-linear map. 
(ii) e,,(x,t,,): K:+‘-+ Ky.;“JxN, .P+’ t-+C,, N (“~‘)crx~‘+‘~‘x~ 
(i E N ) is a K-finear map. 
(iii) The following two diagrams are commutatiur: 
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(iv) The following two diagrams are commutative: 
(3) 
(4) 
where mod,, denotes the evaluation at x, = 0. 
Proof: It is easy to see (i), (ii), and (iv). 
(iii) We show first (1); we compute 
BY replacing t, by t,,,, we obtain immediately (2). 
(1.3) DEFINITION. We can identify K-7 with K[[x]], and KF.;,” with 
K[[x,x,]]rK[[x]]~K[[x]]bymeansofxox~landx,ol~xx, 
where @ denotes the tensor product completed with respect to the 
maximal ideal. Write 
A,, :=ecXxltx): K[Cxll-, KCC-~11 @ KCCxll 
and 
E := mod,,: K[ [xl]] -+ K. 
Then the commutativities of (1.2)(l) and (1.2)(3) imply that 
(K.!; e,X-~,t,), mod,,) = WCCxll; Acr, 8) 
is a completed coalgebra (cf. [S]). We denote it by K[[x]ICr. 
(1.4) Remarks. (i) We can consider ( 1.2)(2) and ( 1.2)(4) as delining on 
K”,+” a comodule-like structure over K-r (cf. [ 1, 51). 
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(ii) In the case a = 0 and cfi = cf, + (,pO, (i E IV), t,,, is a map from 
K.:iN into itself. Taking the quotient, we can identify t,: K-F + KY with the 
induced map t;,0: K:/K:\” -+ K:/K:‘\N, and ecF(~~,tr) with ecf(.~lt\-,O). (See 
(l.l).) 
(iii) In the case cf,=i! (ieN) and cf,+j=(a+j)! (uEK\Z, FEZ), 
both of the actions of t, on K.y and t,,, on K;+’ coincide with that of a 
derivation D,, where we use the notation of I(7.0). Then both ecr(.Y,tr) and 
ecf(.~ltr.o) can be written as exp(.u,D,). 
2. COALGEBRA-COMODULE FORMULATION OF THE ORDINARY CASE 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. (i) With the notation of (1.3), we have d,,(K[x]) c 
K[x, x1] E K[x] 0 K[x]. Hence A,, gives a coalgebra structure on K[x] 
with E. 
(ii) eCf(x,t,,,) maps K((.u- ‘)) xU into K[x,]((c ‘)) x0. 
(iii) The following two diagrams are commutative: 
K((x-I)) xU ~Cf(.~l~,.“) - K[x,]((c’)) xU 
ProoJ Here for a K-algebra A we denote by A((x-‘))x” the set 
{C;, L b,x”+ i 1 bjE A, hi = 0 for all sufficiently large ie Z}. Note that 
K[x,]((x-‘))x”c K.t;“JxN, etc. It is easy to see (i) and (ii). Part (iii) 
follows from (1.2)(2) and (1.2)(4), and (i) and (ii). 
(2.2) DEFINITION. (i) As stated in (2.1 )(i), (K[x]; d,r, E) is a coalgebra. 
We denote it by K[x]+ Since t,(K[x]) =K[x], K[.x],~ is a K[[t]]- 
module with respect to the action f(t,) for f(t) E K[ [t]]; see I( 1.3). 
(ii) For a K-algebra A we consider A((x-r)) Y’ (see the proof of (2.1)) 
with the degree topology with respect to x: {A[ CC’]] xO+‘J iE Z} gives the 
fundamental neighborhood system of zero. Then all the K-linear maps in 
(2.1)( 1) and (2.1)(2) are continuous. 
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(iii) We denote 
x”K((x-‘))c3K[x] := K[x,]((x-‘))x”, 
where we identify .xa + i @ .$ = X{ xU + ’ (i E Z, j E N ), and 
. . 
where we identify x~+‘~?c’~,~~=x~x~x~+~ (in Z,j, kE N). Write 
A cf,u :=ecr(~~lt,,):x”K((x-‘))~x”K((x~’))~K[.u] 
Then the commutativities of (2.1)( 1) and (2.1)(2) can be expressed respec- 
tively as 
(iv) By virtue of (ii) and (iii), we say that x”K((xP I)) with such a 
structure as above is a topological K[.x],,-comodule depending on cf and 
cf,. We denote it by s”K((.u~‘)),,. Since t,,.(x”K((.1-‘)))=?c”K((x~ I)), 
x”K( (.v ‘))Cr is a K((t))-module with respect to the action of ,f(t,,,) for 
f(t)E K((t)); see I(1.3). 
(2.3) Duality. The bilinear form (t’j x’),r := cfjdi,, (i,j~ N) gives the K- 
linear duality K[ [t]] s K[x],~* which in fact turns the coalgebra structure 
of K[x],~ into the algebra structure of K[[t]]: let m be the composition of 
K-linear maps: 
KC[~llOKCC~ll =KC-~l,r*C3KC.~l,r* --+ (KCxl,@ K[1xl.r)* 
* K[xlCr* E K[[t]], 
nat denoting the natural injection. Then m corresponds to the mul- 
tiplication of K[[t]], for we have m(f(t)@g(t))=f(t)g(t) (cf. [l, 5)). 
Similarly, we have the power topological K-linear duality t”K((t)) z 
.~“K((.Y~‘)),,* through the topological bilinear form ( t”+ilxu+i)cfu := 
cf u+jSi,j; recall (I( 1.2)) that the power topology designates either the degree 
topology of x”K((x-‘)) or the order topology of t”K((t)). This duality 
converts the topological K[x],,-comodule structure of x’K( (x-‘))~~ into the 
K[ [t]]-module structure (by multiplication) of t”K((t)): consider the 
K-linear map m, given by 
--=+ (x”K((x-‘)),& K[x],~)* d,l.u’ x~K((x-‘))~~* 
E t”K((t)), 
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where (x”K((xP’))6K[x])* = (K[.u,]((x~‘)) x0)* := {I? K[x,]((x’)).x” 
-+ KIK-linear, x-degree continuous} and nat is defined by nat(f(r) @g(t)) 
(Xi, z xa+j - O’hi(x)) := CiE L (f(t) I .K”+‘),fa( g(t) I hi(X)),, for f(t) E 
t”K((t)), g(t)EK[[t]], and hi(x)s K[x] such that hi(x) =0 for all 
suficiently large in Z. Then m, is well-defined and m,(f(t) @g( t)) = 
f(t) g(t); namely, m, is the multiplication by K[ [t]] on t”K((r)). 
We have the adjoirzr relation (f(t)g(t)jh(x)),,= (,f‘(t)I g(t)(h(.u))),, 
(rev. U(t)g(~)lW)),fu= <f(f)1 g(f)(4.~))),,) for .f(tL g(f)EKICfll 
and hi K[x] (resp.,f(r) E r”K((r)), g(t)EK((r)), and h(s) E.Y”K((.YF’))); 
see (2.2). 
3. INTEGRAL POWER UMBRAL CALCULUS 
(3.1) Decomposition, Quotient, and Duality. We treat the particular 
case a=0 and cf,++,,= cf, (i E N), called the integral power umhral 
calculus. (See the Introduction.) We simply write cf, := cf,, ‘, (” for all 
in Z. We have 
(“fi)crfo=(:)c~ (otherwise; see ( 1.1)). 
We have a K-linear decomposition 
K((x-‘))=rC’K[[.u ‘]]@K[.K]. (3) 
Since d&x ‘K[[x ‘]])cx“K[[x ‘]]&K[x] =K[x,][[x ‘I] x ‘, 
x-‘K[[x-‘I] IS a sub-topological K[x],,-comodule of K((x)),,. We 
denote it by ~‘K[[Y~‘]].,. On the other hand, by (2), K[x] is root a 
sub-K[x],,-comodule of K( (x ’ ))Cr. 
Consider the K-linear quotient 
K[.q rK((s- ‘))/x-‘K[[.KC’]] 
~‘t,~‘mod(.u~‘K[[.u~‘]]) (iE N). (4) 
Since K((,x~‘))~K[x]/x~‘K[[x~‘]]~K[x]zK[R]~K[x]=K[x]@ 
K[x], K[T] is a quotient K[x],,-comodule whose structure map is given by 
A&: K[.rj --+ K[T] 6 K[x] = K[i] 0 K[x] 
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The last equality follows from (4) and (1). We denote this quotient co- 
module by K[a],, which is isomorphic to K[xlCf as a K[x],,-comodule 
by (5). 
Now consider the dual of (3); we have in fact a K-linear decomposition 
note that tP’K[tP1] is not a sub-K[[t]]-module of K((t)). The K-linear 
quotient 
f-‘K[t-‘1 g K((t))/K[[t]] 
f-l-i -tP1-imod(K[[t]]) (iE bl) (6) 
gives a quotient K[ [It]]-module of K( (t)). 
Since (f(t)\g(x)),=O forf(t)EK[[t]] and g(x)Ex-‘K[[.xP’]], we 
obtain X-‘K[ [x-‘]]~~* E f-‘K[fT’] and K[z?],~* g K[ [t]]. In a similar 
manner as in (2.3), these convert the K[x],,-comodule structures into the 
K[ [ t]]-module structures. 
(3.2) Remarks. (i) As in [7], we can adopt AUT, DC K[[t]] x as the 
umbra1 group in the integral power case instead of UG,; see the Introduc- 
tion. We will take UG, for coherency of exposition. 
(ii) The considerations in (3.1) can be applied to the general 
case x”K((x-‘)),f, with the K-linear decomposition x”K((x-‘)) = 
X u+‘-‘K[[xP1]]@~u+‘K[~] and its dual t”K((t))=t”+‘-‘K[t-‘I@ 
f’+‘K[ [t]] (ZE Z). 
4. FACTOR SEQUENCES 
(4.1) Notation. Consider the pair 
and the duality given by the bilinear form (2-1Pi(x-‘-i)cf- :=~fL~~6~,~ 
&jzttrL The K((t))-module K((x- l))cr induces the K[ [t]]-module 
on x P’K[[x-‘]],f because ~CC~11~~~‘~CC~-‘11~~~= 
c’K[[x-‘]]~~. It is the adjoint module action of the multiplication of 
K[ [t]] on f-‘K[f-‘I: 
(ti.fpl-jJX-lpk 
)& = (l-l-‘1 ti(X-l-k))cf 
(i,j, kg bJ). 
We denote by E; the K-algebra of all topological K-linear 
endomorphisms of x- ‘K[ [x- ‘I]. We express it explicitly. Considering 
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K$/ K:,>N r K:,F(z\rm), where F= Tmod(KF), we have in fact the injec- 
tionEP+K:,“-,@\N”‘,q ~~,,Nq(x-‘~i)(l/cf_,_,)~“-‘,where~-’-’is 
regardEd as the operator (t^- ’ Pi 1 . )Cr-. Through this injection we identify 
E,= q= c q~~1&)-& -,~* P- i q_,- i(X)E.YCIK[[.YC’]], 
iE N 
lim (q IPi(.\:))=O . 
i - + I% 1 
Note that E, contains xD, and K[ [t]] as the adjoint module action. 
Since UC, acts on K(( t)) as topological K-linear automorphisms 
(I(2.1 )(i)) and UG,(K[[t]])= K[[t]], we have the quotient action of the 
group 
(f(r),g(t)): i-‘K[fC’] ---, f-‘K[fP1] 
i-‘-j H(,f(t)- “g(t))^ (iE NJ, (1) 
where (.)^ denotes (.)mod(K[[t]]). (See (3.1)(6).) 
(4.2) Generating Series Map. Let G, be the group of all invertible 
elements of E; . We define the generating series map 
Gs(cf- ): UC, + G, 
1 (S(tLg(t)) I--+ c x-’ -‘- (.f(T)~‘~‘g(Ji(T))-‘). (1) it N cf -I&, 
When fixing cff. we write Gs := Gs(cf- ). We have the unique expression 
where s P,_,(x)~~~~iPi(l +M,,,) (HEN). We say that {s .,-i(x)li~fV) is 
the factor sequence for (f(t), g(t)). 
We now show that (1) is a group anti-monomorphism; in fact, in a 
way similar to the proof of 1(2.3), we see by means of (4.1)( 1) that 
(1) is a group anti-morphism. Furthermore, suppose Gs-(f(t), g(t)) = 
id.r-lKCI.v-l,l. We have (y(T))Pig(f(T))-‘) A = F-‘-i (ig N), 
and then by putting f(T) = r( 1 + h( 7’)) (h(T) E MT), g(T) -’ = 
(1 +h(T)))-‘mod(T’+‘K[[T]]) (iEN). It follows that (1 +h(T))-‘-‘r 
(1 +h(T))-2Pimod(T’+iK[[T]]). Definitively, h(T)=0 and g(T)=l, 
which proves the injectivity. 
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(4.3) Eigenseries Expression. Let {sp,pi(x)(iEbJ} be the factor 
sequence for (f(t), g(t)) E UG,. Defining the operator Op- by 
we show that 
Ker(OpP(f(t),g(t))-(-1 -i))= KS-,-~(X) (iE IW). (1) 
This implies that 
XC’K[[x-‘I] = @ KS-,-;(x) 
ie N 
gives the eigenspace decomposition of xP ‘K[ [x ‘I] with respect to 
Op-(f(t), g(t)), &j being the topological K-linear direct sum. 
Proof of (1). Since Gsp(f(t), g(t)) = (Wcf; O)(f(t), s(t))) A, 
{s ~ 1 ~ ;(x) 1 i E N } is the negative index part of the Sheer sequence. Because 
Op-(f(t),g(t)) is the restriction of Op(f(t),g(t)) to x-‘K[[xc’]], (1) is 
clear by I(3.1) with a=O. 
(4.4) Transfer Formula. Under the same assumption as in (4.3) we have 
s~,-i(X)=g(t)-‘f’(t)(f(t)/t)i(X-’~i) tie N), 
in accordance with I(4.1). 
5. POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES 
(5.1) Notation. The bilinear form (t’l~?)~r~:=cf,~S~,~ (i,jehJ) gives the 
duality for the pair 
(KCCtll, KC.flc~). 
The K[x],,-comodule isomorphism K[.%lClr K((x-‘)),,/x~‘K[[x~‘]]~~ 
induces the quotient K[ [t]]-module action 
t’(R’) = 
(Cf,/CfjP ,) z-‘-’ (i,jE N, isj), 
o 
(otherwise), 
which is the adjoint operation (ti.fjlZk)cfp= (tjl ti(.Ck)),, (i, j, kE hJ). 
Denote by Ei the K-algebra of all K-linear endomorphisms of KC.21 and 
consider K~.2,/K~~>“)X* z KT;i”, where x=x .mod(K:\“). Then we have 
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the injection Eg + K-T;‘, q H xi6 rm q(R’)( l/cfj) T’ by regarding Ti as 
(til . )cfP. By means of this injection we identify 
E;= 4’ 2 q;li)&. r’ q;(.?)E K[.f] 
IEN I 
which is an explicit expression of Ei. Note that Eg contains .S, and 
KCCtll. 
(5.2) Generating Series Map. Denote by Gi the group of all invertible 
elements of Eg. We define the generating series map 
Gs(cfP): UG, -+ G; 
(1) 
which is written as GsP (cfP fixed). Consider the unique expression 
GsP(f(t),g(t))= c .s,(P)-& T’, 
1tN I 
with ~,(Z)E.?+~;:~ KZ’ (iEN). We say that {s,(l)JiEN) is the 
polynomial sequence for (f(t), g(r)). We can verify that (1) is a group anti- 
monomorphism (cf. I(2.3)). 
(5.3) Eigenpolynomial E.upression. Let {s,(a) I i E N } be the polynomial 
sequence for (f(t), g(r)) E UC, and 
Then we have 
Ker(OpP(f(t), g(t)) - i) = KS,(~) (iE N), (1) 
and the eigenspace decomposition of K[a] with respect to OpP(f(t), g(t)) is 
given by 
K[T] = @ KY,(Z). 
iE N 
Proof of (1). Since GsP( f (t), g(t)) = (Gs(cf; 0)( f (t), g(t))) ” , we obtain 
si(Z) =sJx) ” (ie fV) and sj(x) ” = 0 (~EZ\FU)), (si(x)lieZ) being the 
Sheffer sequence for (f(t), g(t)). Again by I(3.1) with a = 0, we have 
Ker(Op(f(t),g(t))-i)=&,(x) (iEZ). Since Op(f(t),g(t))(x-‘K[[x-‘I]) 
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=X -‘KCCx-‘II, Op(f(t), g(t)) ’ d m uces the quotient map from K[Z] into 
itself, which is exactly OpP(f(t), g(t)). Then (1) follows immediately. 
(5.4) Transfer Formula. We obtain 
s;(rn)=g(t)-‘f’(t)(f(t)/t)-’ -$q (iE N), 
under the same assumption as in (5.3). 
(5.5) Remark. Note that the results in this section are obtained by the 
use of the comodule structure of K[alCr, while the coalgebra structure is 
nowhere considered (cf. [6]). The formulation of polynomial sequences 
given in this section leads us to the notion of singular polynomials at 
infinity. 
6. SHEFFER IDENTITIES 
(6.1) Convolution. Let (s;(x) 1 i E N } be the polynomial sequence in 
K[x],r corresponding to (~~(.a?)) iE kJ> in K[Z],, through the canonical 
isomorphism (( 3.1)(4), (3.1)(5)). In a similar manner, we have Ep”, GsP”, 
etc., corresponding to Ei, GsP, etc. 
A K-algebra structure on E p is induced from the algebra and coalgebra 
structures of K[x],r. In fact, for q, r E Ep”, we define 
q.r :=mlto(qOr)od,r, 
lEc :=incos, 
(1) 
(2) 
where mlt denotes the multiplication mapf(x) @g(x) of g(x) and inc 
the natural inclusion Kcs K[x],~. Ep is called the convolution algebra. 
Note that it is different from the algebra structure of Ep defined by the 
composition of maps. 
Since Ep = K[x] [CT]] as a K-linear space (5.1) we can rewrite (1) and 
(2) by the use of the power series; for q = Cis N q(x’)( l/cf,) T’ and 
r = C, t mr r(xi)( l/cf;) r’, we have in fact 
Let L; be the K-linear space of all topological K-linear maps from 
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~“K((x~‘)) into x”K((x-‘))C$)K[x] =K[x,]((x ‘))P ((2.2)). It can be 
expressed in the explicit form 
{ 
1 
LZ= 1 Pu+ibI,-~)-- 
Cfu+i 
T”+’ &+;(x,, s)EK[.K,]((.K~-‘)).K~, 
IEN 
lim Q,+j(.u,,x)=O 
I 
(3) I--L 
We have the convolution Ep -module structure on L;.; for qE Ep and 
QEL”K, put 
q.Q :=(id6mlt)~(Q@q)~d,t,,, (4) 
the right-hand side of which is the composition of maps 
Jcf. ‘Ix”K((x -I))- .u”K((.x-‘))&K[x] 
Qh4 + x”K((x ~‘))&c[X]~K[X] 
=x”K((x ~I))@ (zqx] @K[x]) 
ldOmlt .K”K((.K-‘))~K[x]. 
We see that (4) with (1) and (2) satisfies the module conditions and obtain 
the powerseries expression of (4) 
where q = CiE rm q(x’,)( l/cf,) T’ and Q = xi6 L Q(.?‘+‘)( l/cf,+,) T”+‘. 
Note that Eg is contained in L$; the injection of E”, into L; is given by 
E”,sq +-+incoqEL;, inc denoting the natural inclusion of .u”K((.u- ‘)) into 
xu”K((x-‘))&[x]. 
(6.2) General Szefjr Identity. Let {s,+ i( i E Z 1 be the Sheffer 
sequence for (f(t), g(t)) E UG,, {s~+~(x)/ iE Z} the Sheffer sequence for 
(f(t), g,(t)), and {.sp2(x) 1 ic N} the polynomial sequence for (f(t), g2(t)) 
with gl(t),g,(t)E 1 +M, such that gl(t)g,(t)=g(t). Then we have 
~,f,,(s,+;(x))= c yi s~+;_j(x)&y(x) ( > (iE Z). (1) IEN cf 
607/67/2-S 
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Proof: Through the identification xUK((x-‘)) @I K[x] = K[xr] 
((x ’ )) xU we compute 
& Acr.a(~u+ i(x)) L T”+’ 
cfo+i 
= A cr. u ~Gs”(f(~)> g(t)) 
= e,l(x,t,,,)oG~~(f(t), g(f)) 
= !FN ix: tl., (c -r”+‘~~(?.)..+‘g(/(‘))-‘) I /sm 
=,FN$x; [;z+x”i’i/(T)“i”g,(f(T))-l] 
1 O+J’-I 
xf(T)‘g,(f(T))-’ 
= GsP”(f(t), gz(r))l,<;, .Gs”(f(t), gl(t)) 
= 1 s:.~(x,)&T’ 1 s:+~(,)-&Y+~ 
iEN 1 ,ieL 
from which we obtain ( 1). Here the computation is performed in the 
convolution EP”-module L” K K’ 
(6.3) Factor Sheffer Identity. Let {s_ I _ Jx) ) i E N } be the factor 
sequence for (f(t), g(t)) E UCK, ($1, -i(x) 1 in N } the factor sequence for 
(f(t), gr(t)), and {.Y~,~(x) (in N} the polynomial sequence for (f(t), g2(t)) 
with gr(t), g2(t) E 1 + M, such that g,(r) g2(t) =g(t). Then we have 
Ac,,(S-l-i(x))= C j 
jeN ( > 
-1-i $, 
-~-i-j(x)6s~2(x) (iEN). (1) 
cf 
ProoJ As shown in the proof of (4.3)(l), (s-r -i(x)j in N > is the 
negative index part of the Sheffer sequence for (f(t), g(t)) with a = 0. Then 
(1) follows from (6.2)( 1) with a = 0. 
(6.4) Polynomial Sheffer Identity. Let { si(Z) 1 i E N }, {s! (2) ) i E N }, and 
{,sT2(x) ( in N } be the polynomial sequences in either K[.-?lCr or K[x],~ for 
respectively (I Cl), g(t)), (f(t), g,(l)), and (f (tX gAt)) E UGK, where 
g](t)g*(t)=g(r). Then we have 
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Proof. Pass (6.2)( 1) with a = 0 to the quotient and refer back to the 
proof of (5.3)( 1). 
(6.5) Binomial Identities. We consider the binomial case, i.e., cf, := i! 
(i E N) and cf, +j := (a +j)! (Jo Z); for the definition of the general factorial 
(a+j)!, see I(7.0). We write A! :=dCr, A!,, :=A,,,, etc. We have (j)!=(j) 
(i,jE FV, iz:j) and (UTi)! = (“Tj) (iEZ,jE N). In this case, (6.2)(l), (6.3)(l), 
and (6.4)( 1) read, respectively: 
General Binomial Identit? 
Factor Binomial Identit? 
and 
Polynomial Binomial Identity 
i /i\ 
(ieN), (2) 
(3) 
Since, in case a $ Z, the identification x”K((x-‘)) @ K[x] = 
K[x,]((x~‘)) xU leads A!,, to exp(x,D,), we obtain from (1): 
General Addition Formula 
s,+Jx+x,)= c a+i s~+,.~j(x,s;~‘(x*) ( 1 (a$& iEi2). (4) jc N .i 
In the integral power case, A!,, defined on K((x -I)) is not equivalent to 
exp(x,D,) because of (3.1)(2), while the restriction of A!,, to c’K[[x-‘I] 
is identified with exp(x,D,) and A!yO with exp(x,D,). Thus (2) and (3) can 
be written in the following forms (cf. [S, 93): 
Factor Addition Formula 
Polynomial Addition Formula 
(iE N). (6) 
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(6.6) Remark. In the binomial case, the coalgebra structure of K[x]! is 
compatible with the algebra structure of K[x] and the K[x]!-comodule 
structure of x”K((?c~‘))! with the K[x]-module structure of x”K((x-‘)). 
We call K[x] ! the binomial bialgebra and x”K( (x ~ ‘))! the binomial 
bimodule of degree a (cf. [l, 51). Addition Formulas (6.5)(4)-(6.5)(6) can 
be regarded as consequences of the binomial structures. 
7. EXAMPLES: HERMITE-WEBER, LAGUERRE-SONINE, HANKEL-BESSEL, 
JACOBI, LEGENDRE, AND GECENBAUER 
(7.1) Gamma- Type and Beta- T#vpe. We will give in this section the live 
examples (7.2)-(7.6) which can be classified into two types: Gamma-type 
((7.2))(7.4)) and Beta-type ((7.5), (7.6)). The former concerns the coef- 
ficient map cf, + i = (a + i)! and the latter those of the form cf,, , = 
(a + i)! (-b - a - i)!/( -b)!. This classification comes from the case K = C, 
when the coefficient maps are the classical Gamma function and the Beta 
function, respectively. Note that, when we replace the given coefficient map 
by its multiple by a non-zero constant, the umbra1 calculus remains 
invariant. According to these two types we obtain the classical special 
functions: the Gamma-type yields the confluent hypergeometric, 
Hermite-Weber, Laguerre-Sonine, and Hankel-Bessel functions, while the 
Beta-type yields the hypergeometric, Jacobi, and Legendre functions. 
In the case a = 0, the coefficient map of the Gamma-type polynomial 
umbra1 calculus is cfj= i! and those of the Beta-type are of the form 
cfi=i!(-b-i)!/(-b)!=(;h)-‘. The corresponding e,r(X) ((1.1)) are 
exp(X) and (1 + X) “, respectively. Moreover, it is interesting to consider 
the transfer formula or the modified one with algebraic integral represen- 
tations, that is, the Laplace integral and the Euler integral, respectively. We 
will discuss this problem in a subsequent paper. 
(7.2) Hermite- Weber Series. Consider 
(t, exp(bt*/2)) E UC, 
and cf, + ; := (a + i)! (a E K\Z, b E K). We obtain t = D, in E; and then the 
transfer formula yields the Sheffer sequence 
Hlbii(x) :=exp( -bt2/2)(x”+‘) 
=x’+~~?~ [(-b)-‘(a+i)~,,-,/j!2’]xP” (i~z), (1) 
where (a + i)~~, := (a + i)!/(a + i - 2j)!. We call (1) the Hermite- Weber 
series of degree a + i with parameter b. In the case K= C, H,, i(~) := 
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Hpj;(x) is the asymptotic expansion of exp(x*/4) D,+,(x) at infinity with 
larg(x)l < 3rc/4, D,+,(x) being the Weber function. Moreover, the eigen- 
series expression reads 
(hD; - xD., + (a + i)) H;,“1, (x) = 0. (2) 
In the case K= @ and h = 1, the operator in (2) is the Hermite differential 
operator. 
Turning to the integral power case a = 0, we take cf, = i! (i E N ) and 
cff-;=(-l)‘/i! (ieN). Note that cf,/cf,+,=i (i~Z\(0}) and 
cf,/cff, = 1. We obtain analogous results also for the factor Her- 
mite-Weber series 
H(hi ,(.~)=exp(-ht’?/2)(rCP’) (iE N). (3) 
References [9, 71 deal with (3) and the Hermite polynomials 
Hj”(-t) = exp( - br2/2)(i’) (iE N) (4) 
as one of the typical examples in the umbra1 calculus. 
Note that {(t, exp(bt2/2))]h E K) is a one-parameter subgroup of UC,. 
Let b, c E K. Then (6.5)(4)-(6.5)(6) give, respectively, 
H’h~:\(.~+~q)= 1 H’b’ -, ,-,(.Y) H;“(s,) tie Z), (6) 
IEN 
and 
H;h+“(.*+~~,)= i Hjb’,(,f)Hj’)(.q) (iE N), (7) 
j=o 
which are the addition formulas of (1 ), (3), and (4), respectively. Further, 
assume that K contains a square root r of b* + c2. Then, from (1) and (5), 
we obtain 
bp”-‘H,,+Abx+cs~,)= c r-“-iH,+j_i(rx)~i(rxl)(e/b)‘. (8) 
jc N 
Note that the meaning of (8) can be justified in such a way that both sides 
of (8) belong to x”+‘(l + K[xl][[x-‘I] x-l). From (8) we can deduce 
the addition formulas of Weber functions: in fact, multiply (8) by 
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exp( - (bx + cx,)‘/4) and identify exp( -x2/4) H, + i(x) with D, + i(x). Then 
we obtain 
b-“-‘D,+,(bx+cx,) 
=exp((cx-bx,)*/4) 1 r--UPiDLl+i-j(rx) Dj(rxl)(c/b)j. 
jtN 
We can deduce also the similar formulas from (6) and (7). 
The generating series of (1 ), (3), and (4) are, respectively, 
’ exp( - bT2/2 ), (9) 
(T-‘-‘exp( -bT2/2)), 
i& Hjb)(2) f Ti = exp(ZT- (bT2/2)). (10) 
Equation (9) is a generalization of (10). From the viewpoint of general 
power umbra1 calculus, the case a = 0 is the singular case. 
(7.3) Confluent Hypergeometric: (i) Laguerre-Sonine. Consider 
(r/(1 + t), (1 + t)-‘)E UG, (cE:K) 
with the assumption on the coefficient map as in (7.2). The transfer formula 
I(4.1) gives the Sheffer sequence 
S,+,(X)=(l+f)(‘+a+iP’(XU+i) 
= x u+i 1 [(-a-i)(l)(* -c--a- j)U)/j!] x-i 
jeZ 
(a~K\ii!, FEZ), where (-a-i)‘“:= (-a-i+j-l)!/(-a-i-l)!, etc. 
The eigenseries expression I( 3.1) reads 
(xDZ,+(c+x)D,-(a+i))s~,+~(x)=O. (1) 
By substituting -x for x in the operator of ( 1) we obtain the confluent 
hypergeometric operator with parameters ( -a - i, c): xD2 + (c - x) D, + 
(a + i). In the case K = C, ( - l)-“- ‘s,+ i( -x) is part of the asymptotic 
expansion of F( -a - i, c; x) (or Laguerre-Sonine function) at infinity. 
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In the integral power case a =O, we obtain the factor sequence 
sL1-i(x)= (1 +t)“-‘-2(X- ’ ‘) (in FV) and the polynomial sequence 
sJf)=(l+t)“+‘- (.?) (i~tW). (s-~_~(.x)~~EFV} and {si(-.?)liEN} have 
been considered in [9, 73 and are called the factor Laguerre series and 
Laguerre polynomials, respectively. 
Note that {(t/( 1 + kt), (1 + kt) --( ) 1 k E K) is a one-parameter subgroup 
of UG, and thus the results parallel to those in the last paragraph of I(7.1) 
follow. See the results in [9,7]: (t/(t-l),(l-t)-“)*=(r,l) in 
AUT,K K[[t]l x, hence the factor Laguerre sequence and the Laguerre 
polynomial sequence are both self-inverse under umbra1 composition. 
The conjluent hypergeometric operator and the hj>pergeometric operator 
are obtained by the use of the sume element of UG,, (t/( 1 -t t), (1 + I)-‘), 
while the co<fficient maps are mutually different, (a + i)! and 
(a + i)!( -b - a - i)!/( -b)!, and the corresponding adjoint module actions 
of K( (t)) are t = - (.uD, + h) -’ D, and t = D.,, respectively. Further, if we 
replace x by -x/h in -(.xD,+~)-’ D, to get (.uD,/b+ l)-’ D, and take 
b = m, then the last expression equals D., (confluence principle). 
Applying (6.5)(4)-( 6.5)(6) to s, + , x ( ), s-, _ ,(s), and s,(2). respectively, 
we obtain the addition formulas of confluent hypergeometric series at 
infinity; the equivalent formulas for Laguerre are given in [9]. 
(7.4) Corzjluent HJjpergeometric: (ii) Hunkel-Bessel. On the other hand, 
for 
(t(l-r)hml, I-ht)eUGK (h E K), 
the transfer formula gives the Sheffer sequence 
s;~~i(.Y)=(l -2) (h- l)(u+li-- I(~y+f) 
= 5 “‘j,FN [((h-l)(a+i)+ I)“‘(-a-i)“‘/j!](-.u)~~’ 
(a~ K\I, iEZ), under the same assumption as in (7.2). 
The eigenseries expression in this case reads 
with t = D,. Multiplying the operator of (1) on the left by - 1 + bt, we 
obtain xD: + ( - (a + i) b - x) D, + (a + i), the confluent hypergeometric 
operator with parameters ( --a - i, - (a + i) b). 
In the case K= @ and b = 2, a constant multiple of .sI’J i( - 2 fi X) is 
the asymptotic expansion of exp( -0 x) x’+ i+c1’2) HkL’J i+ C,,2)(~) at 
infinity with -n < arg(x) < 21r, where Hk denotes the Hankel function. 
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The polynomial sequence 
s!h’(f)=(l -r)-lb-l)i--1 
I . (2) 
=,co [((b- 1) i+ l)“‘(i),j,/j!] P’ (iE iv) 
is related to the generalized Bessel polynomials y:‘(z) [2, pp. 181-1831: 
Slh)(=)==;y]h~*);(22-‘). 
If b = 2, then 
vi(=) being the Bessel pol~vnomials [S, pp. 78-811. The generating series of 
jsj*‘(i)l iE N} is 
i~~~~“(i)~T=exp(*~(l-(l-4T)1~2))(l-4T)-’~2, 
while { y,(z) 1 i E N ) has 
(2) 
iFN y;(z) A r’= exp(z( 1 - (1 - 2T)“‘)). (3) 
Equation (2) is equivalent to (3). Note that we have u,(fi c-l) = 
(-fi)V- lx .exp( --fix) hi”(x), where hi”(x) is a spherical Hankel 
function (K = C). 
(7.5 ) Hypergeometric. Considering now 
and cf; :=( TV)-’ (by K, CE K\Z, in FV)), we obtain 
= C [x’F( -i, - 
IEN 
z-c+ 1; -i-b+ l;x-‘)I” + T’, 
I 
which can be rewritten as 
(l+(Z-l)T))b(l-T)bPc= 1 yF(+;c;l)P. (1) 
icN 
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We have already seen a generalization of (1) in 1(7.1)(2). F( - i, h; c; ,I!) = 
G,(b - c; c; a) are Jacobi polynomials. 
We will study the hypergeometric umbra1 structure again in a sub- 
sequent article. 
(7.6) Hyperspherical Series. Put 
(j-(r), g(f)):=((l - (1 -4t’)“‘)/2t, [(I - (1 -4t’))“‘/2r’]+ UC, 
and cf,+, :=(a+i)!(-b-a-i)!/(-b)! (aeK\Z, ~EK, a+b$Z, iEN). 
We have t = - (XII, + b) ’ D, in E’f, and 
(f(t),g(f(r))~‘)=(r/(l+t’),(I+t’) -h). 
Computing the generating series 
((,;,h;):=(-b)!/(a+i)!(-b-a-i)!), we obtain 
called the hyperspherical series of degree a + i with parameter h. In the 
case K=@, s~;“:~(x) is nothing but the constant multiple of 
(~-~y2).-h+w2) Q’T; “i,zI, _, ,,?) (s/2), Q denoting the associated Legendre 
function. 
By the use of the results and the notation of I(3.1) we have 
Op(f(t),g(r))=(.uD,+6)(1-4t’)‘,‘2-h 
and 
((xD,+h)(l -4t’)““-b-a-i)s~‘~,(x)=O. (2) 
Moreover, from the identity given in the proof of 1(4.1), xD.,F(t) = 
F(t)xD,- tF(t) (F(~)E K((t))) in E$, and t2 = (.uD.,+b)-‘(.uD.,+b + 1))’ 
D’,, we obtain 
(OpWtL s(f)) + 2b + a + d(Op(ftr), g(t)) - a - 0 
= (x2 - 4) 02, + (2b + 1) xD., - (2b + a + i)(a + i). (3) 
In the case K= C, substituting 2x for x in the right-hand side of (3), we 
obtain the hyperspherical operator. Note that the two factors of the left- 
hand side of (3) are mutually commutative and this factorization with (2) 
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shows the fact that slbJi(2.x) and ~‘bi~_,_~(2x) are the linearly independent 
solutions of the hyperspherical differential equation. 
As for the polynomial sequence (a = 0), putting cfj := ( ;“))’ (i E N ) as in 
(7.5) we have the generating series 
with sj”(X’)= (x’F( -i/2, (-i+ 1)/2; -b-i+ 1; 4/x2)) ” (in N). The right- 
hand side of (4) can be written as (1 + 1T + T2)-‘. By replacing i by - 22, 
we obtain from (4) the expression 
;F-, C!(z) T’= (1 -2zT+ T2)-’ (5) 
for the Gegenbuuer polynomials C:(z) (cf. [6, 81). Note that (1) is a 
generalization of (5). 
PART III: COALGEBRA-COMODULE METHOD 
(REVERSED CASE) 
1. COALGEBRA-COMODULE FORMULATION OF THE REVERSED CASE 
( 1.1) PROPOSITION. Using the notation of II( 1.2) with the variables (u, y ) 
replacing (t, x), we have 
(i) ~,f(~~,~~.,)(.vU~~(.~)))~~U~((~))[IC.~lll~ 
(ii) The following two diagrams are commutative: 
(1) 
(2) 
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Proofi Here for a K-linear space L we denote by L[ [ v, ] ] the set 
E IE N miy;(m,EL). L[[y,, yz]] is similarly defined. Note that 
Y”N(Y))C[.Y,ll qy)xN, etc. Part (i) is clear. Part (ii) follows from 
II(1.2)(2), II( 1.2)(4), and (i). 
( 1.2) DEFINITION. (i) For a topological K-linear space L, the iden- 
tification L[[y,]] z LN through C,E N rn;y; c-t (m,),, N (M,E L) transfers 
the produrr topology of L” to L[[y, J]. Likewise the identification 
L[[y,,?‘2]]ELNXN defines the topology of L[ [J,, , ~a~]]. Then, with 
L :=y”K(( 1))) having the order topology (I( 1.2)), all the K-linear maps in 
(1.1)(l) and (1.1)(2) are continuous. 
(ii) We denote 
with yU+’ ’ ’ @J’@~‘=J++‘J>{~: (iEZ,j, ke N). Write 
Act, :=e,r(~,u,,,):?,“K((l’))~?,~K((?’))~K[[?l]]. 
Then the commutativities of (1.1 )( 1) and (1.1 )(2) can be expressed as, 
respectively, 
where ACr,,, and t: are the structure maps of K[ [Y]],~ (II( 1.3)). 
(iii) By virtue of (i) and (ii), we say that y”K((y)) with the structure 
given in (1.1) and the topologies defined above is a topological K[ [ J)]],~- 
comodule depending on cf and cf,. We denote it by J+‘K( ( )o)cf. 
(1.3) Duality. We have a power-topological K-linear duality 
a-u1 g a- cl’11cr* ( (~‘1 .~‘)=r := cf,S,,). This converts the coalgehra 
structure of K[ [ JJ J ICr into the algebra structure of K[u]. Let m be the 
composition of K-linear maps 
d,t* ~CrYll,,*~~C~l, 
where nat is the natural isomorphism. in is the multiplication of K[u]. 
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Moreover, we have a power-topological K-linear duality u”K( ( VA ~ ’ ) ) 2 
v”K((.v)),,* ((u”+i 1 y“+‘),.‘,, :=~f,+$;,~). Let m, be the K-linear map given 
by 
d,l.o* y”K((y)),,* z u”K((u-I)). 
Here (y”K((.~)),r~,KCCyl1,1)* = (.Y”~((.Y))CC.Y~II)* := iF:.fK((.t~)) 
[[y,]] -+Kltopological K-linear} and nat(f(u)Og(u))(C,, N h,(y)@)y’) 
:= k N (f(u) 1 h;(.v))&, (g(u) / f)cf for fc”) E z~“K((u-‘))~ d”) E K[“ly 
hi(Y)E.VUK(o’)). mu is the multiplication by K[u] on zPK( (u - ’ )). We 
obtain thus the conversion of the K[[y]],,-comodule structure of 
v”K( ( ~1))~’ into K[u]-module structure of u”K(( u ~ ’ )). 
K[[y]],’ is a K[u]-module and p’“K((y)),r a K((u-‘))-module through 
the c4ioinf relation U(u)g(u)l~(y)).f= <f(u)lg(uNN~))),~ for f(u), 
g(u)EK[u] and h(y)~K[[y]], and the similar equality for 
f(u)~u”K((u~‘)), g(u)EK((u-I)), and h(y)~y”K((y)) with cf, replacing 
cf, respectively. 
2. REVERSED INTEGRAL POWER UMBRAL CALCULUS 
We study the reversed version of the integral power umbra1 calculus. 
Under the same assumptions as in 11(3.1), we have a K-linear decom- 
position 
K((y))=~[C.vllOJ’ m’KCym ‘1. (1) 
Since 
with the discrete topology of y -‘K[ yP ‘1 ((1.2)(i)), JJ- ‘K[ y ‘1 is a sub- 
KCC.~ll.~-comodule of K((.Y)),G we denote it by ym’K[yP’],,. On the 
other hand, because of 11(3.1)(2), K[ [ y]] is not a sub-Q [ JI]] ,‘-comodule 
of K((Y)L,. 
Considering the K-linear quotient 
(2) 
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and the relation K((y)) 6 K[[.Y]]/.v ‘K[v~‘] 6 K[[y]]rK[[p]] 6 
K[ [ y]], we see that K[ [?;I] is a quotient K[ [y]]Cr-comodule whose 
structure map is given b? 
The last equality is established by means of (2) and II(3.1)( 1). This 
quotient comodule is denoted by K[ [ .i]lc., which is cutzonicall~~ ivomorpllic 
to K[ [ ,v]],~ as a K[ [ Y]]~,-comodule. 
Considering the K-linear dual of (1). we have 
Kt(u ‘))=K[u]Ou ‘K[[u ‘I]. 
Here u ‘K[[u- ‘I] is a sub-K[[u ‘I]-module of K((u ‘)) while K[u] is 
not. The K-linear quotient 
K[ti]zK((u ‘)),‘u ‘K[[u ‘I] 
z.2’~ 14’ mod(u ‘K[[u ‘I]) (iE N) 
is also a quotient K[ [u - ‘II-module of K((u ’ )). Moreover, we obtain 
y-‘K[y ‘lcr* SUC’ K[ [U .‘]I and K[ [.i’]lCr* z K[ti]. 
Since UG;(u ‘K[[u-‘]])=u ‘K[[u ‘I] (1(5.1)), we have the 
quotient group action of UC; on K[fi]. Finally, the remarks parallel to 
Il(3.2) can be applied here. 
3. INTEGRAL POWERSERIES SEQuEr:CEs 
(3.1) Notation. Consider the pair (K[ti], K[[j]],,). By the bilinear 
form (a’( $‘),[P :=cf,fi,, (i,j~ IV)), the K[[u I]]-module structure on 
K[ti] (Se&ion 2) indices the adjoin? K[ [u-‘I]-module action on 
KCC?;ll,r: 
u ‘(~~)=(cf,/cf,+,)?:““, 
i.e., (uPi ,z~‘I$~)~~P= (ri’l~~‘($~)),~~~ (i,j, kc N). 
Denote by EfKV.P the K-algebra of all topological K-linear endomorphisms 
of K[ [ p]]. We obtain the explicit form 
E ‘Kv,P= iFN qi(B)& o’lq;(j)EK[[.Y]], lim (qi(i.)l=O}. 
i i+ fX 
where p= (zP .),r~. Note that E;.P contains -60,: and K[[c’]]; cf. 
11(5.1), II(4.1). 
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(3.2) Generating Series Map. Denote by G;.P the group of all inver- 
tible elements of E;.P. We define the generating series map 
Gs”(cf’): UC; -+ CF.’ (1) 
(f(u), g(u))- c j$ C”f(U)lg(f(U))-1, “) 
ieN I 
where [ . ] ” denotes [ . ] mod(Kc\‘). We write Gs’“,’ :=Gs’“(cfP) (cfP 
fixed). We obtain the unique expression 
Gs”-PCf(u), g(u)) = 1 s;(p) & c” 
iGN I 
with si(Ij)eji( 1 + M,) (iE N). {si(p)I ie B} is called the integral power- 
series sequence for (f(u), g(u)). We can show that (1) is a group anti- 
monomorphism; see the proof of 11(4.2)( 1). 
(3.3 ) Eigenseries E.xpression. Let {si( 9) 1 i E N > be the integral power- 
series sequence for (,f(u), g(u)) E UC’,‘. Since Gs”.~(~(u), g(u)) = 
[Gs’“(cf; O)(f(u), g(u))] mod(K-$“‘2), we obtain 
Ker(Op”~P(f(u), g(u)) - i) = Ksi( I;) (iE NJ, (1) 
where Op’“~‘(f(u), g(u)) := ( 9D17 - (ug’(u)/g(u)))(f(u)/ufl(u)) E E;‘P (cf. 
proof of II(4.3)( 1)). Equation (1) implies that 
fc[I’ll= a KS;(P) 
isN 
gives the eigenspace decomposition of K[ [ j]] with respect to 
Op”9P(f(u), g(u)), where @I denotes the topological K-linear direct sum. 
(3.4) Transfer Formula. Under the assumptions in (3.3), we have 
Si(~)=g(U)~lf’(u)(f(u)/u) m’p’(vCi) (iE N). 
(3.5) Remarks. (i) Through the canonical K[ [ y]],,-comodule 
isomorphism K[ [ j]lCrg K[ [ y]],r, the results obtained in this section can 
be translated into those in the case of K[[y]lCr. Note that they do not 
depend on the coalgebra structure of K[ [ ~11,~. 
(ii) The concept of the integral powerseries sequences corresponds 
to that of the polynomial sequences in the ordinary case; on the other 
hand, the generating series map, etc., have been obtained in this section by 
virtue of a consideration similar to that of the case of factor sequences 
(II, Section 4). 
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4. REVERSED POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES 
(4.1) Notation. We consider the bilinear form (u -‘- ’ 1 y -’ -j),‘- := 
CfLpj6,j (i,jE N), which gives the duality of (uP’K[[uP’]], 
~-~K[y~‘l,,). The K[[u-‘]I-module structure on u ‘K[[u-‘I] defines 
in a natural way the adjoint K[[u-‘]I-module action on y-‘K[y-‘I,,: 
<U-i.U-‘-i ly-‘-k),,- = (u-‘-‘l~-~(y-‘-~))~~-, i.e., 
‘&k/C ‘&k+i)y-‘Pk+i (i,k~N(,isk), 
(otherwise). 
For the K-algebra E;, ~ of all K-linear endomorphisms of y - ‘K[ y ~ ‘1, 
we obtain the expression 
E ‘K’,- = 
with UP”= (~.-‘~~j.)~‘~. ESyY,- contains yD, and K[[u-‘I]. 
(4.2) Generating Series Map. For the group G;.- of all invertible 
elements of E;s -, we define the generating series map 
Gs”(cf- ): UC; -+ G;. - (1) 
1 (f(u), g(u)) - 1 y-l-+- fw-‘-ig(f(m ‘3 
I’EN -1--j 
which we abbreviate as Gs’“. -. We can write 
Gs-(f(u),g(u))= 1 K,-~(Y,& u-‘-’ 
iGN I 
with ss’-,(y)~y-‘-’ +cj=, Ky-j(igN). (s:,-,(y)liEN} is said to be 
the reversed polynomial sequence for (f(u), g(u)). Map (1) is a group anti- 
monomorphism. 
(4.3) Eigenpolynomial Expression. Let {s~,~~(y)li~N} be the rever- 
sed polynomial sequence for (f(u), g(u)) E UG;. Defining the operator 
we have 
Ker(Op”‘-(f(u),g(u))-(-1 -i))=Ks~,~~(y) (ie N). 
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In other words, 
gives the eigenspace &composition of y- ‘K[ yP ‘1 with respect to 
Op”- (j-(u), g(u)); cf. II( 5.3). 
(4.4) Transfer Formula. We have also in this case the expression 
s 1, i(Y)=g(u)-tf’(u)(f(u)lU)i(Y~’ 7 (iE N) 
(cf. I(5.5)). 
(4.5) Remark. The concept of the reversed polynomial sequences 
corresponds to that of the factor sequences in the ordinary case, while the 
line of considerations in this section is virtually the same as that in II, 
Section 5. 
5. ANOTHER COALGEBRA-COMODULE FORMULATION 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Gioen two coefficient maps 
cf,:Z+K\{Oi with cf, + 0 = 1, 
cf,:a+Z-+K\{O}, 
we put 
a+i ( > O+j cf :=Cf,+i/(Cf,+i~,Cfo+j) (i,jE H). 
Set 
1 
eecr( Y) := C - 
[EL cfO+i 
Y’EK; 
and 
Then : 
IA y,o: K;+’ + K;? 
Y U+’ H(Cf,+i/Cf,+i-,)yU+i~’ (iE Z). 
(i) ee,,(yru,.): K;+‘--) K-fY:H)xL, Y”+’ ++CJE L (~~J),f.f”’ -‘Vl’ 
(i E Z) is a K-linear map. 
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(ii) The follo,rling two diagrams are commutative: 
where cst,., denotes taking out the constant terms with respect to y, . 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Write 
and 
Then : 
(i) ee,,(.v,u,:,)(y”K((2’))) C.f’Kt(.v, VI)). 
(ii) The following two diagrams are commutative: 
eecr( wv..l 
1 1 e%r(.w,,.ul 
y”K((y,p,))~yUK((~,.I,~2)) 
(1) 
(2) 
607/67/2-6 
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(5.3) DEFINITION. (i) The to@ 08-v of J,“K( ( y, y I)) is given by the 
basis {~“N(.v,,v,)),lI~~} at zero. where y”K((y,y,)), := 
{Xi 2 /,jt h ci,j Y “+‘-jy; (c~,~EK} and the ropology of y”K((y, y,,y2)) is 
simffarfy defined. Then all the K-linear maps in (5.2)( 1) and (5.2)(2) are 
continuous. 
(ii) We denote 
Y”K((Y)) 6 a(Y)) :=Y”a(Y, Yl)) 
with yUfi 2 6 yj=~~~+$: (i,jtzZ) and 
J“‘K((.Y)) 6 a(y)) 6 W(y)) :=y”~((.v, y,, Vl)) 
2 
with y’+’ @ y’$ y’=y”+‘~~{y$ (i,j, keZ). Write 
V,r,o:=ee,,(p,u,.,.):~“K((~‘))-‘yUK((~)) 6 U(Y)) 
and 
Then the commutativities of (5.2)( 1) and (5.2)(2) can be expressed as, 
respectively, 
(id 6 VcLobVcLu= WcLo 6 id)~V,,., 
(id 6 E)oVcf.u=id. 
(iii) By virtue of (i) and (ii), K((y))v,i:=(K((y)); VCf,O, E) is said to 
be a topological coalgehra and y”K( ( v))~,, := ( y”K(( y)); VCr,U) a topological 
K(( y))~C,-comod~l~. Note that these are not a (topological) coalgebra resp. 
comodule in the sense of [ 11 or [S]. 
(5.4) Duality. We introduce another duality on (u”K( (U -I)), 
y”~( ( Y))~,~). Since the underlying topological K-linear space of y”K( ( y))v,, 
is exactly the same as that of y”K(( y)),r, we have y”K(( y))vCr* = 
y”K( ( y))cr* z u”K( (24 ’ )) as the topological K-linear dual. The K(( y))vCr- 
comodule structure of yUK( ( y))V,r is converted into the multiplication by 
K((C’)) on u”K((uP’)): let m,, be the K-linear map given by the com- 
position 
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Here (.fK((y))&K((y)))* = y”K((y,y,))*:={F:y”K((y,y,))-tKItopo- 
logical K-linear} and nat(f(u)@g(u))(C,e ,,jc L c,,jy”+i-’ 6 y’) := 
Ii.2 I,jt L c,,,(f(u)l Y”+i-‘>cfa(S(u)I Y”)do (ft”) E u”K((up’))3 gC”) E 
K((u -I))). Then nzOv is the multiplication by K((u-‘)) on u”K((z4~‘)). 
6. REVERSED SHEFFER IDENTITIES 
(6.1) Convolution. We denote by Ep’ + the K-linear space of all 
topological K-linear maps from K( ( y)) into K[ [ y]]. We have 
p.+ - 
K - 1 Yi(Y)&. / 
1 
U’ qi(J’)EK[[J’]], lim qi(JJ)=O . 
i 
(1) 
lEZ I--r + ‘ 
where li’ = (24’/ .),f,. 
For q,rEEp,+, put 
q.r :=mltc>(q 6 r),~VC.,O, 
1 “;:. I := inc I’ e, 
where mlt denotes the completed multiplication map of K[[v]], 
f( JJ) 6 g(y) +-+f( I’) g( .v), and inc the natural inclusion K 4 K[ [ y]]. By 
the use of (1 ), we obtain 
We have thus defined the convolution algebra structure on E;. + . 
Let L;,” be the K-linear space of all topological K-linear maps from 
y”K(0,)) into y”K((y)) 6 K[[y]] =y”K((y))[[y,]l; we can verify the 
expression 
We can define the convolution EF. + -module structure on LF.“. In fact, for 
qE EfYV.+ and Q E LX.“, we set 
q.Q :=(id 6 mlt)n(Q 6 q )oVCIU, 
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the right-hand side of which is the composition of maps 
y”K(( Y)) Vcf.u y”H(y)) 8 m(y)) 
Qb4+ (Y”N(.Y)) 6 KC[.Yll) 6 KCCYII 
=.Y”fa(.Y)) 6 (KC[YII 63 acYl3) 
for the topologies, see (1.2) and (5.3). By using the powerseries expression 
~~~j~zq(~i)(l/cfn+,) U’EE’;,+ and Q=c,,a Q(~~U+i)(l/cf,+i) V+‘E 
K’ 3 we have 
Note that L;,“ contains E;.” through the natural inclusion 
Y”~((.Y))4.YU~((Y)) 6 ~CCYII. 
(6.2) Extended Integral Power-series Sequences. Consider the generating 
series map of the form 
Gs'",'(cf): UC; -+ E;, + 
(f(ldL g(u)) ++ 1 Y' 
ia N 
for which we write Gs’“,’ with cf fixed. We have the expression 
Gs”Yf(~), g(u)) = C SF(~) -$ u’ (1) 
itZ o+i 
with sy(~)~y’(l +M,.) (i~fk!) and s:,~;(~)EM, (jEk4). (sr(y)li~Z} is 
said to be the extended integral powerseries sequence, or e.i.p. sequence for 
short, for (f(u), g(u)). 
(6.3) Remarks. (i) Denote by {sy(y)I iE IV} and Gs’“~‘” the objects in 
the case of K[ [ y] ],r corresponding to {si( p) I i E FV 1 and GPp, respec- 
tively, through the canonical isomorphism K[ [ ~11,~ 2 K[ [ ~711~~. Then, 
since Gs’“*~ (f(u), g(u)) mod(K$\“) = Gs”~~“(~(u), g(u)), we have 
s;(Y)=sP(Y) (iE N). 
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(ii) On the other hand, since Gs”‘.‘+ Gs’“, ~ = Gs”,“, we have 
(6.4) General Reversed Sheffer Identity. Let Is,+ i( J)) ( i E Z 1 be the 
Sheffer sequence for (f(u), g(u)) E UC;. For g,(u), g*(u) E 1 + M,,, such 
that g,(u)g2(u)=g(z0, denote by (s~+,(~~)li~Z} the Sh&er sequence for 
(f(u),g,(u)) and by js;‘(y)Ii~Z) the e.i.p. sequence for (,f‘(u),g,(zd)). 
Then we have 
which can be verified by the similar computation of dcr,” 0 GP”(f(u), g(u)) 
as in II(6.2) and the use of (6.2)( 1). The computation is performed in the 
convolution I$:, + -module LF,“. 
(6.5) E.I.P. She& Identitjl. Let {SF ( .r) ) i E Z i be the e.i.p. sequence for 
(f(u),g(u))EUG; and js;“(y)jiEZJ the e.i.p. sequence for (f(u),gk(u)), 
where gl(u)gz(u)=g(u) with gk(U)E 1 +M,/, (k= 1,2). Then, passing 
(6.4)(l) with a = 0 to the quotient and referring to (6.3) we have 
A&(s::(p))= 1 o+i 
( 1 ,EZ o+i cf 
s;.‘,(p) 6 s;‘(y) (iE Z) (1) 
in K[[B]] 6 K[[ .t’ I]. 
(6.6) Reversed Binomial Identities. We consider the reversed binomial 
case, i.e., cf, + , := i! (iEN), cf,+,P,P,,:=(-l)i/i! tie NJ, and 
CL+, :=(a+i)! (ieZ); note that cf,/cf,_, =i (igZ\{O}) and cf,/cff, = 1. 
We write (;;zj)! :=(;;&, In this case, we have d,r,,=exp(y,D,.) and 
A &=exp(y,D,). It follows from (6.4)( 1) and (6.5)(l) that: 
General Reversed Addition Formula 
L+z(Y+Yl)= c a+i sf,+i&,(,~)s;‘2(y,) ( i ,e7 o+j ! (a$& iEZ), (1) 
E.I.P. Addition Formula 
O+i 
c(r+.??)=;~z o+j ! r-, ( > s’y$qqy,) (is Z). (2) 
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7. EXAMPLES: BESSEL. SCHLAFLI, AND NEUMANN 
In this section we adopt the notation and the assumption in (6.6) and 
study in detail the Bessel examples. As for the classical results used in the 
following, we cite [4, 121. 
(7.1) Bessel Series. Consider 
~(u):=~(1+(1+4u2)“2)EciAI,~. (1) 
Recall (I(7.2)) that the generating series of general (resp. integral) power 
Bessel series is given by 
Here { Bes,, i( .v) 1 i E Z } (resp. { BesJ y) ( i E Z j ) is the Sheffer (resp. e.i.p.) 
sequence for (f(u), 1) with (1). Applying (6.6)( 1) and (6.6)(2) with 
g,(u) = g?(u) = 1 to the present case, we obtain, respectively, 
Bes, it .F) Bes,( Y I 1. (3) 
In the case K=@, we have Bes,+,(y)/(a+i)!=J,+,(2~~) and 
Bes,( .y)/cf, = J,(2v), with J the classical Bessel series. Then we can rewrite 
(2) and (3) as, respectively, 
Jo+i(Y+.VI)= 1 J,+,-,(y)Jf(?,,), (4) 
jtH 
which are known as the Neumann-Schltj7i addition formulas. Thus the 
general theory developed in Section 6 gives the coalgebra-comodule 
theoretic justification of the computation in I(7.2) which has already 
yielded (4 ). 
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Since { Bes,( I;) I i E N } is the integral powerseries 
we deduce from (3.3)( 1) that 
jD,(l +4~--~)r”Bes,(l;)=iBes,(y) 
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sequence for (.f(z4), 1 ), 
(iG IV). (5) 
Note that I), is not an invertible operator on K[[y]] and u differs 
from D,. Since jlD,F(u)=F(u)jD,:-d”(u) (F(u)~K[[u~‘l]) in E;,P 
and D:u-‘=id, we obtain [jDJ1+4~-‘)~“]~=.i’?Df+?;D,+4j’. 
Definitively it follows from (5) that 
(p’D~~+~$DC+4j2-i2)Bes,(~;)=0 (ig NJ, 
which is, in the case K= @, the Bessel differential equation provided we 
replace j by j/2. 
(7.2) Schliifli and Neumann Polynomials. Consider the generating series 
of the reversed polynomial sequence for (f(zt), 1) with (7.1 )( 1): 
We have 
where [i/2] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding i/2. S,, , are called 
the SchliijZi polynomials. The right-hand side of (1) being equal to 
-ILEN Si+,(2Y)(-V -‘-‘3 (1) can be thought of as the generating series 
of Schlafli polynomials. 
We compute next the generating series of the reversed polynomial 
sequence for 
(f(u)- g(u)) = (f(u),f(u)21(.f(u)2 + 1))~ UC; 
with (7.1)(l). Since the inverse of (f(u), g(u)) is (U-U-‘, 1 + u ‘)+ we have 
=,pl ..,(.V)(-l)‘i! u-’ ‘. 
By the use of the Neumann polynomials Oi( ,v), we can write 
(3) 
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Moreover, the right-hand side of (3) can be rewritten as 
[20,(2y)+4& b 1 Oi(2y)(- U) mi] UP’, hence (3) can be taken as the 
generating series of Neumann polynomials which is equivalent to the 
expression obtained by Kapteyn 
By (4.4) we have 
s;, ,cQw =f’wul4/4’(Y-’ -9 
40;(2y))/i! = (1 +f(u))‘)f’(u)(f(u)/u)‘( y-’ -‘) 
and, hence, 
4OAy)=S,-,(y)+S;+,(y) (i2 2). 
On the other hand, we have from (4.3) that 
yDI.(1+4u~2)“2Si+,(2y)=(-l-i)Si+,(2y) (iE fw). (4) 
Note that D,,, is not an invertible operator on ~1~ ‘K[ y ‘1 and u is 
not identified with D,,. Using the equality in E’,‘. - : yD,,F(u) = 
F(u)yD,.-G’(u), where F(~)EK[[~~ ‘I], we obtain [yD,,(1+4~~~)‘/~]’ 
= y’D,t + yD1. + 4y’Di;u -I. Since 
D.;up2(y-‘-‘)= 
(i=O, l), 
(iZ2L 
it follows from (4) and (2) that 
(Y’Ds+YD,.+y’-j’)Sj(Y)= 3 
( j >= 2, even ), 
2Y (jz 1, odd). 
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